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:rrauaiation 

In the te of the Geneva agreement the VM st be regrouw 
by the •tipulated date. But in the oeeurenc , a g eat number of VM 
agent tergiversate on the area and secretly they operate in the dst 
of the population especially in the villages fo~merly under their 
cont~ol (these village . are generally in the vicinitie of j~es 
here access 1• generally risky). In the .theat e of operation , thee 

do all. they can to bring about a 11 peacel'ul" policy whieh 1 nev r
thelea• etfieaeiou owing to the echo pre ently L ft o! their former 
influence. 

The so called policy tends to: 

- Ensure credulity in the people ror thes agents and safeguard the 
prestige of Ho Chi Minh as well as of the co :unist party in prepara
tion or the popular suffl"ag • 

- Sabotage of the organizations enterprised by the National Government. 

In view to attain the above objective, the -1 are now planning: 

• To carry out propaganda in favor of the po ular government reg! e 
reversing every step o.r our own. Their campaign e ms to have certain 
r sults on account of the close contact they have with the ma s, and 
because of their systematic devic adducing concr te examples to 
generate dislike and stir conflict bet en th classe of people etc. 

- To terrorize every nationali t tendency especially the village 
council factors. They o not only try to infilt ate into thi organis 
with an aim to substitute our en in the management of the village 
work so as to irect it in the >farx:ist tyle, but al.so are they 
fo enting trouble from ti e to ti· for th eounc11 t o beeo e discredit
able . This ts a trick to accu e th ational Government of inaptitude, 
as having no app · 1a tion and support or the people. 

- To urge the mass to claim for immediate u e of tho e right of 
de ocraey that the National Government is not yet in a po ition to 
provide, . 

- To group their elements into n ts hiding at olitary pots for 
pillerage insinuating the charge or po e:rles:a administration !or the '\ 
ationalist part. I our authorities take any mea ure gainst uch \ 

or their deeds, they would report it to the CIC a an agression. 

- To incite our troops baek to agricultutal oecupations otivating 
that troop maintenance in peace time i no longer reasonable • 

.... All the VM being left behind have recei · e secret ord r to infil
trate into the population to perform uch plots or a deceitful kind 
of politic • For remunetation to their elements the VM fa ce the 
peasants to contribute in cash and the products of some unkno'Wil land 
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th y et f .or ents • 

The fact that no reo~ganizational $tep have ever been taken o 
far by our government to faee the situation has rendered the exist ne 
of our administrative machinery apparent1y useles • 

In this phas- of histo~y the position of the goverr..nent officials 
deserves critics. They might as a matter of fact, have good ability 
and qualifications but in the absence of energetical and determinate 
fundamentals they seem to get along in their own initiatives; the 
results of their action are at the mercy 0£ chance whereon depends the 
people's interest as xell as tl1e £ate or the country. In words, t he 
government is apparently leaving the people in the hands or untrained 
experimenters and such is obvioualy to account for failure more than 
success .. 

The position of a government official nowadays is no lo~er of 
the feudal system but it ought to be the symbol of faithful public 
servants in Whom the qualities of sacrifice, good concept and straight 
behavior are required. Furthermore, they must be able to observe 
demo¢racy as distinct from dictature and to discern right and 1rong, 
avoiding false subjeativitiea of pride and self- aupport. In s , the 
model government servant must be enlightened in a pirit of refor to 
evolve from individuals unto masses and from. mastie unto the nation. 

In the preamble of an anti-communist campaign it is noteworthy to 
look first, over the potential and moral energy displayed in the 
echelons of our cadres :10 aJI to remedy impe fection and raise high the 
merita wherever necessary. In this respect, the selection or officials 
is undubiously an easential atter and to form them into valuable · 
government ervants is to a greater extent indispensable. Therefore, 
it appeat"s that regional schools for formation and graduation of cad e 
be necessarily established in view to prepare officials capable of 
ecuring improvement fo~ the popular existence. 

J 

The government offfcials may be considered as the instrumental. 
factors in the economic and social reforms and theretore they must 
properly be chosen among the experienced ele ents and employed in 
accordance with their ability . 

Beside the problem regarding fficial we hould not ove r look the 
question of broad studies. So far the government ha not yet adopted 
any definite policy governing the vocational orientation of student 
and the implementation of emergencies in respect of the national recons
truction. 

Aa outlined above, the concurrence or able cadres cannot sufficient 
ly face the preaen~ situation if the administrative organizations are 
not re~ormed in a relative harmony. 

On the one hand, the citizen should have a · direct co~tact with 
the governmental organism s& as to wipe out the mediation .1hich general· 
ly leads work astray and defers expedition of affairs. 
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On the othe~ hand, the government ought to look directly after 
the people so as to have a good understanding of thei.r tee.lings and 
aspirations. This connection is to be maintained in polities as well 
aa in the military., admini.strative and technical poLrits of view. 

A. - SIMPLIFICATION OF GOVERNNENTAL MACHINERY .... AD ISSION OF POPULAR 
DELEGATES TO PARTICIPATE IN NATIONAL AFFAIRS. 

~he .governmental machinery should nec~ssarily be .simplified 
pa:rtieularly in the field of administration where too many hierarchic 
notches- exist between the central and village bodies which are likely 
to keep the .countrymen too far away and thus to retard work as much in 
private as in public undertakings. And eons.equently? the countrymen 
face a lot of troubles on the simple ay of their l~e. 

It is felt that the desire of the citizen is to see tbe adminis
trative system organized in the manner to permit him an easy and rapid 
approach to its organism. To this end it is adVisable that all super
fluous mediators be abolished (for instance, special posts assuming 
no other offices than the reception and transmission of orders). And 
affairs would be fast expedited if the villages could make a direct 
cpntact with the provincial authorities or through the district's and 
so on are the provinces in regard to the presidency or ministries. 
All the intermediate work heretofore in rule hould be left to the 
disc~e&ian of the authorities in province, district or village. 

The Two-Head or Thx-ee-Head administrative system must not be 
applied because it is likely to stir up complication in the hierarchies 
and make inadequate the power of the government delegate in prompt 
deeLsions. Indeed, the annal~ of our administration give us to observe 
that such a system only results in one-mone ruling whiie the othe s 
beeome dissatistied to see their power outdone. To make up for the 
retrenehlllent in administ~ative notches it is recommendable to extend 
the 1I1$peetion •ervioe in personnel as wel1' as in pover. The adminis
trative inspector• should have full power' to control and investigate 
whenever they desire but not to wait for orders from higher quarters 
as in the :rule of the present system t-tbieh is only pseudo inspection. 
They must also be conferred the right to propose, appreciate and 
promote a$ we1-1 as to blame. Their task consists or the study and 
proposition of projects liable to bring unifieation for ideas and 
action of the governmental organism. 

THE PEOPLE OUGHT TO BE ENTITLED TO TAKE PART IN NATIONAL AFFAIRS 

As the principles of democracy are based on the election made by 
the peGple, it appears that a so called regime i only valid when it 
.io supported by the National ASsernbly. 

The latter is comparable to a therm~mete~ registering the tempe
ratures in popul.ar opinions to guide the government towat-d the adoptio 
of policies suitable for the popular aspirations. The rights of vote 
and consultation enable the people to disclose their outlooks and to 
bring to light unfair abuses. 



Therefore the formation of a National Assemb1y is preponderant . 
In the conception of a definite constitution the provi ional assembl 
may proceed to a constitutional project for ample democracy . A copy 
of this project should be presented to all political sects and to 
the administ~ative organiam in villages for diseussion and advices • 

. · Constitutional elements may include delegates of political sects, 
deputies of capitol, province, district and village and delegates of 
various syndicates. 

B. .- ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMEI T OF GOVERNMENTAL DELEGATIONS IN V!LLAGES 

1. - Org~nizatio.n: The village is the basis or the administrative 

l 

organism. In these pecul~r ci~cumstances the administrative machinery 
in vi.llage must be o.f a peeul'ar character. Becaus no special delegation 
of the government had ever existed in villages sometime previously, it 
is nov neeessary to assign governmenta1 delegates for viilages in view 
to follow closely and supervise the work carried out by the village 
councils, A number of VM agents have infiltrated into these council for 
sabotage practices. Their secret propaganda and intimidation have affec· 
ted the morale of the councilors insofar as many of them have to consult 
with Vl{ each time they receive any cifcUlar or notice from the h~gher 
authorities and their action is generally directed by V:H . 

In the viliage sphere, the position of an administrative cadre i 
extremely important. His task is not only to look into the work of the 
village <:ouncil but also to follow up every action in administration 
as in security in order to push it to the rate of general development. 
In ease the nwneral of available cadres is far to meet the requirements 
for villages it would be of convenience to coordinate the villages into 
groups. In each group is stationed an administrative cadre assuming the 
offices of a governmental delegate within the power assigned to him by 
the province or district authorities . 

The effective cadres for administration must have beside a good 
training, accomplished a stage period in the country side. First of all 
they nmst have a lively spirit rather than the clumsine.ss of officials 
inclined to comfort and arrogance toward the countrymen. They should 
hare with the villagemen th~ same life in sentiments and materials so 

as to understand them we11. 

In the field of administration in villages, political topics are 
the key part in the mission of an administrative cadre. He is the 
xample of the nationalist principle and must b have 1n the way to 

grow belief in the morale of the people. The excellence of conduct would 
help overcoming the ennemy sabotage and to prevent the attempt of Vl-1 to 
bring the population back on their way. 

2. - Accommod~tions: Any facilities either material or financial 
attribuable to villages would be appreciated. 

However, it would be unfit to contemplate everlasting edifices 
becausei 
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... Such works would be obviously of a long standing • 
... The financial possibilities do not cover all the needs of the villages 
• The political situation is not seemingly to ensure such paints.king 

reconstructions from eventual destruction. 

Suggestions are therefore made to an economical reconstruction. 
However cheap this work might, it could all the same cover for the time 
being the needs of the villages. 

The protection of governmental personnel in villages requiresa 
force in security and police and in this connection we can rel1P on the 
Police Force which is supposedly to be ~eformed into National Self
Defense Force after an appropriate training . 

A$ far as the regular troops are concerned, it is advisable to 
have them temporarily assisting the regional security force and stati
oned at strategic points so as to ensure a ready intervention. But it 
seems that these troops would be soon reorganized into eombatting units 
and subsequently could not be scattered in too many places. The~efore 
the station of the regional security fo~ce at important posts would 
become necessary to help the village small posts. 

If the figures of village groups in a province are supposedly 
from 80 to 100 units, the numeral of specific requirement for regional 
self-defense force is evaluated at l,500 to 2,000 men. 

But. before the assignment of these elements to village guard it is 
necessary to have them trained for a high spirit of duty {political 
training course for instance) a vocational aptitude either in the 
military or in other relativities such as social, sanitary, administra
tive ate. according to the plan of action they are called for. 

Employing regional self-defense force to supplement or to back up 
regular troops is an erroneous idea. The former should properly be 
placed directly under the responsibilities of the Home Ministry in 
order to insure sufficient prestige for the administrative organis • 
A long stationing of regional self-defense force in villages is tenta
tively indispensable to secure for the troops a good understanding of 
sentiments and customs in different villages. 

This way of organizing would save this force from being moved at 
any time by the government for incorporation into the regular force. 
Such a displacement would entail disturbance in the rank resulting in 
the interruption of the tasls: and the loss of influence at the expenses 
of the overall development. 

In view to raise the value of regional self-defense troops to a 
higher scale, an improved standard of retribution and allocations is 
recommended. It is further advisable that such troops be recruited 
among the class of young men having good education and clear ideas or 
nationalism. . 

The futu~e of the administrative organism depends greatly on the 
selection and training or the regional self-defense troops. 
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ProP,Q~itions: 

... To place the regional self-defense force under the responsibilities 
oi' the Home- Hinistry which is to assign 'it to the discretion of the 
provincial authorities. 

- To select able veterans for the officering of troops. 

- To create a position of "Political-Officern for every echelon. 

- To reserve a number of personnel for the purposes of: 
entertainments, sanitation, charity, education, information, police 
etc. 

- To open training courses. 

- To organize competitions for sports, race etc. 

With the assistance of well trained police groups (constituted 
by regional self-defense troops or national self-defense troops) the 
government delegate in each village would be able to ensure security 
for t he village authorities and population in their current activities 
such as popular education, sanitary mrks, propaganda campaigns and 
tracking of Vl4 etc. 

We would have pres -bly an efficient administrative machinery 
if to the above organizations are joined the services of population 
census and land reform administered in a temporary but adequate manner. 

The vital point of the policy outlined is the perspective of 
a wide spread nationalist influence while expenditures are little in 
compari$on to possibilities . 

PLANNED CHII RY FOR VILLAGE ADMINISTRATION 

It has been exposed above that the ; .. presence of a government 
delegate in villages. is very i mportant in the present circumstance • 
This official ill operate in the village under the protection of the 
regional self ·defense force which should be all the time ready in the 
village . He will supervise the daily work of t he village authorities 
and observe the opinions expressed among the villagemen. A part of the 
self-defense personnel especially trained for populaI activities will 
assist the eadres carry out their work in respect of their task. 

But such organizations are not yet sufficient to introduce 
positively the governmental influence into every recess of the country 
if a determinate program of action is not drawn up. In this connection 
let us examine the situation in the villages of Central Vietnam so that 
we might find an appropriate remedy. 

present situation in the yillage of C(Yli 

It is noticed in the field of reform that CVN villages are far 
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behind SVW viliages where land services and community budgets have 
already existed. 

This inadequacy is probably due in the one case to the state of 
insecurity persisting in CVN villages and in the others, to the fact 
that the areas returning under the power of the national government in 
CVN are so immense and are so much covered by jungles and mountains 
that the villages. are dissociated and' co:rnmunications are rendered 
hazai-dous. As the fire has supposedly just ceased, the village have 
freshly engaged in the way of reconstruction which is mostly on the 
ground of ruins left by the vicissitudes of warfare~ Thi~ state of 
things de~erves attention in every point of view. 

a) PQl!tical go@itions 

A number of dangerous VM agents being left behind are operating 
in secret some time openly,. to sabotage the work carried out by the 
national government in respect of reorganization and paci:f'ication, They 
are doing all they can to impede on our way and to gain the people's 
favor. 

This clandestine existence of VM is not generally reported to the 
administrators although the ennemy mischief is not praiseworthy i n the 
opinions of our men. The reason that keeps our ~en so quiet is that the 
competent authorities are too far away to ass' re them 11t protection r1~om 
the terror of VM which persists more or less in the thought/these help-
less peasants. of 

So are the· VM taking advantage of this state of hesitation to 
perform their ILaneuvers. Any village organism infiltrated by VL is fast 
polluted . Insomuch as the governmental influence is rapidly eclipsed 
in this village. Beside these clandestine activities the VM are carrying 
on some other sorts of agency like armed groups hiting in the jungles, 
yndicates of cultivators, educational classes, liaison bureaux for the 

reception and transmission of orders, entertainments etc. 

b) E~onomic £Onditi9ns 

In the economic domain agricul ture is the main activity of our deltaic 
populations while fishing is vocational to most of our people living on 
the coasts. 

As far as CVN is concerned, many provinces in t is part of the country 
have not yet established any land survey and evidently no specific 
service is yet in force . All the original documents relating to land 
repartition and properties have either been lost or made away by the VM 
and so are/the distribution and recognition of lands a very hard oatter 

now 
to deal with. And the VM make the best of t his situation to hold to the 
lands they had usurped from the countrymen in war ti1ae. In order to 
draw profits from these lands the ~'1 either place them u...Ylder the care of 
their agents or give them for rents to the villagemen~ In this way the 

agents operating in the village can obtain a regular source o~ livings. 
Unless necessary steps are taken to bar t his imposture, it is feared 
that the Vli: might go on in these conditions which are detrimental to the 
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prestige of the national government in respect of the popular election. 

In such a deplorable state of things the government misses a good 
opportunity to prove to the proletarians the benefits of its land 
reform enterprise while the wealthy landlords are given the chance of 
a confuse situation to withhold the excess of their lands for ~pecu
lative purposes. This excess should theorically be shared to the needy 
peasants as provided in the plan of reform. Under such circumstanc s 
the prestige of our government is undoubtedly at stake . 

And here are the bad needs of the cultivators: 

- Tilling stocks (a big lot of their old stq~• have been killed by 
war operations) 

- Renovation of dike-dams (these are practically out of use for lack 
of oaintenance and so are the crops entirely at the mercy of rain
falls) 

- .Assistance to land owners for the resumption of t heir agrarian ·rorks 
(these un~ortunate people encounter a lot of troubles in procuring 
money by their ovm means. They have now to borrow money fro rich 
citymen who charge so heavy interests as 50% for paddy and 1001 for 
cash loan) 

- Fertilizers for their lands (the peasant life is presently very hard, 
primarily the lack of fertilizers gives their lands a bad yielding 
and secondly their debts come generally to maturity at the cro_ 
period which compels them to sell their crops at ·cheap prices and 
consequently a shortage in incomes). 

Now let us consider the fisherman existence: 

Host of these people·have no means to procure themselves gears 
and barges. They depend mostly on certain O'\tmers charging very high 
rent for their equipments and this is the reason vhy the poor fisherme.n 
are generally so full of debts that they have frequently to sell their 
catch at cheap prices to the creditors. 

In sum, our poor fisher en are existing in the safile conditions as 
our poor cultivators do . 

c) ~ocial conditions 

The national government has recovered its power on many i mmense 
areas but has not yet accooplished any reorganizational work to suit 
this development of power. The slowness of its action might chiefly 
have its source in the lack of a program of aetion parallel to the 
speedy change of events. Such an imperfection nay b interpreted as 
tee defect arisine from the strict observation of superfluous and too 
formal routines on the part of t he governmental achinery. And this is 
the reason why many villages have been rallied for 4 long months 
altready and no sign of goverrune:htal tnfluence is ever expressed in 
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these villages: the village councils do not work according to the 
instructions given them by the administrative authorities, no teachers 
are seemingly to arrive for the resumption of popular education in 
replacement of t~e VN closed do\m schools, no medical assistance is yet 
available to the village patients etc. These items are the main subject 
of social action for which the peasants must not be kept waiting too 
long . In the agricultural point of view nothing is yet launched in 
contest with the Vl1 organizations . 

The national government contemplates a reform vDich sound very 
nice but in implementation the project still lies in procrastination; 
and the poor cour1trymen are eagerly looking forward to tie realization 
of the promised improvement . They are all holding to the belief that 
the nationalist promises are not empty ones like the queer fancy of VM 
rulers. 

In fact, if the national government akes efforts to ~eet the 
aspirations of t he countrymen in due speed and efficien(!y it would 
undubiously secure high appreciations and a firm support of the people. 
It is in the country field that a reform of the neasgpt existence is 
the real arm to be tried for final victory in the conr:iun!st and natio
nalist battle (the whole population of Vietnam is represented in the 
countryside by 9/IO) . It may be also presumed t hat the fate of democracy 
itself is not lying beyond the power of these marshy fields. 

d) financial conditions 

The finance potential of the villages have been depleted by the 
vicissitudes of the country drama and further~ore have these villages 
extremely suffered from the VH device of resistance in "clear land and 
empty house" that the strained resources of the villages are not at 
the level to stand the numerous expensive items created by nc\-I circums
tances . A coordination of budgets is therefore proposed for village 
groups in order to provide a relative credit for the common needs. 

Such a coordination would in the occurence, increase uor: for the 
village councils and would require the presence of a nur::ber of person
nel. Therefore compensatory allocations for services rendered are to 
be taken into consideration . 

t-:oreover, it is noteworthy to stress on the fact that incomes 
obtainable from the lands under the Vli maneuvers are sufficiently 
important to feed the village budgets and deserve the government's 
attention. ve find it necessary that a service for the control of 
le.nds be i ediately established in villages. 

Subsidiary credits are also indispensable for other needs of the 
villages but it is advisable t hat the govern.rJent adopt a system of 
allocation based on the efforts displayed by the villages interested 
(for instance, if a certain village wants a good school building, the 
population of this village must at first , endeavor to raise for the 
purpose half of the cost and afterwards the government would co:n:nlete 
t~e balance) . The advantage of the system he re proposed is largely 
comprehensible . 
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and popula.i~ entertainn:ents w~ile the regutar troops should be erouped 
into combatt!ng units to be .employed especially in mperational plan• 
r..ings and campaigns ·. · _ 

To the same extent of solidarity it is noteworthy to give consi
deration to t~e class of men who were tormerly co~pelled to work for 
t~1e V.M o .. are th y nationally converted. If \'le help these reen to 
p.rocu.re for themselves some steady i::eans of exist.ence or· to rally them
selves to the nationalist front, it Zight be expected that they becom 
our valuable auxiliaries. In so doing we may have a f rthar advant ge 
of calming the opinions of the leisu.red classes. 

The institution of a land service in villages is the prime neces
sity for the control of the village economics. Prior to hostilities -
such a. service had already existed under a rudimentary structure at 
CVN. It is now so much ravaged that a groovy renovation would require 
a lot or time and expenses while the emergency urges us to 1ay back to 
the traditional methods which are practical and cheap before a better 
solution could be obtained. In this respect a special course initiating 
the practice of combined ancient and modern ~et11ods is suggested in 
order assure early determination or land properties and rig.~ts. The 
village cadres and councils must therefore proceed immediately to the 
re-establishment of the village lar...d services in the same manner as 
for the population census outlined above. Such works are instrum.e~tal 
to the progra!!l of land reform the government contemplates. 

This reform ought to be at any rate,. accomplished at the earliest 
date. Another problem consisting of dams, irrigation and draining must 
also be solved in order to help cultivations. To save time and expenses 
·t is advisable that the govermnent organize agricultural cooperatives. 

In regard to circulation it appears necessary to abolish the 
regulations being enforced by warefare or are they intentionally imposed 
by the French rulers themselves in view to separate our people .. A free 
circulation would help our people assure regular supplies avoiding 
speculative practices and black markets and consequently a better 
standard of living might be secured. Therefore we find it necessary 
that the existing means of coarrrunication be renovated so as to facili
tate intercourses between different parts of the country and eventually 
the development of the peopleJs cultural. 

Agricultural C,i:ed.i1 

The poverty observed in the countryllien has been disclosed in the 
above chapters and here, suggestions are de to the institution or an 
agrlcultural credit for assistance to the needy cultivators. 

. The poor cultivators having visibly no ,atarial guarantee for the 
loan thyy want, the agricultural credit should be organized in such a 
way as to as~ure a solidary warrant from several cultivator families 
f0r the borrowing person and that credits should be allowable only to 
proletarians considered solvent by their roducinR ability. 
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In this respect, the youth class should be given extensive 
facilities for action and must be systematically guided . Any arrange
ments to this intention must not have a severe eharacter like the 
fascist usage . 

It is believed that formation of young pioneers and organization 
of sporting groups as well as composition of delighting hymns are the 
subjects not to be neglected. They seem trivial but practically they 
afford the villagemen a sound recreation in replacement of the kinds 
t he VH had given them. The lack of relaxation after tedious hours of 
life might turn them back to t he habits in the past and eventually does 
not help politics. 

D. - ADMINISTRATIVE n SPECTION IN VILLAGE 

In the light of t his organizational prospecture the countryside 
is evidently the axis of governmental action . And it is a rule that 
every part of the administrative machinery be controlled in the way 
to assure a r egular work for the overall organization. 

It is a matter of evidence that the province or district chiefs 
are responsible for t he control in their sphere but practically these 
officials are often so much overwhelm d2by various affairs that they 
cannot look thoroughly into details wherefore the assistance of special 
administrative inspectors is a natter of necessity. 

The principle recommended to the inspecting works is that they be 
represent ed in any circumstances whatsoever, by detailed reports and 
proper comments. The administrative i nspectors in the province echelon 
should be conferred appropriate power and benefits so that they might 
positively improve the position of the villages. 

In t his connection, the government or its regional delegates must 
have their programs of action drawn up in such a manner as to assure 
concrete results in definite ti~e . These programs must be scheduled 
into stages at each of which specific main work m st be accomplished . 
The whole program of a ction t he government is to carry out must of 
course, be completed before .the date of election stipulated in the 
Geneva agreement will expire . 

It would be impossible to determine the popular opinions in regatd 
to the nationalist motion if a test election is not made now in the 
villages under our control. And it appears to be the duty of t he admi ~ 
nistrative body to investigate into the possibilities of t his test and 
to proceed immediately to realization as can until a summary idea is 
obtained about the popular opinions. 

Such a campaign must be carefully carried out in order to bar all 
eventual infiltration of VM. To this end, it is useful that the govern
ment have beside the normal organizations (administrative cadres, self
defense force, vi llage councils, teaching staff , nurses, information 
agencies , security services etc.) some suecial gdmit.dstrative mobile 
te~ms whose mission is in apparence for administrative control but in 
fact is to prepare the ground for election. 
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It is estimated that each team should spend at least 2 weeks in 
each village to fulfill the task and as the election is supposedly to 
take place in 15 uonths from now, the number of teams required for the 
whole country are therefore proportional to the totality of villages 
concerned. In regard to · the composition of such teams, it~preferrable 
that they represent a mixture of political, administrative and technical 
elements aiming at a common objective which is to attract the whole 
ma.:::s. 

In case t.e ·nationalist succeeds to prove its reliability, there 
is no doubt that thE: people will realize the way they must follow when 
they have to vote. 

QO~'J"CLUSI ON 

The question of victory in this battle beti.·reen Nationalism and 
Comr::.unism asks for a support of the mass and the l:ey to this problem 
is likely to lie in the early realization of the program of reform 
the government hus before itself. 

This key represents the general aspirations of the countryside 
as have been explicit in the lines of t his plan. 
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